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Product use:
The CoverOne® protective visor can be used as a
complementary element of protective clothing,
which can reduce the risk of droplet-borne infec
tions. It also protects the mucous membranes of
the lips, eyes and nose from contact with contami
nated hands or objects as well as small mechanical
injuries.
Method of assembly:
1. Remove protective film from the visor.
2. Attach the visor shield to the retaining strap with
the knobs.
3. Protract elastic tape through the cuttings in the
strap and adjust the size of the mask to the size of
the head (accordingly with the schematics).
4. Shield position can be changed by unscrewing and
screwing the knobs on the sides and moving the
shield up and down.
5. Pull the visor shield down to cover your mouth and
nose.
Visor maintenance:
Visors front shield can be unscrewed from retaining
strap. After use, while pulling off the visor, please
pay attention to not touch its internal side with dirty
hands. In case of hand contact with external side of
the visor, precisely wash your hands.
You can reuse the elements of the visor. It is best to
maintain them by using alcohol-based cleaning
products e.g. window, worktops cleaners with no
granules). The use of sponges, hard rubbers or
granular detergents can cause tarnishing the
visor's smooth surface and negatively affect its
transparency.

For precise disinfection of the visors components,
please read all the instructions of the appropriate
medical services and use the means indicated by
them.
It is highly recommend to avoid washing mask com
ponents in water temperature higher than 50 degre
es Celsius due to the possibility of deformation. For
removing dirt and strong fats you can use fluids
based on highly concentrated isopropyl alkohol.
Components of the set (may vary depending
on the variants)
1. Protective shield of the visor
2. Retaining strap with foam
3. Two mounting knobs
4. Elastic tape
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